It still not universally recognized that all the gauge symmetries present in the Lagrangian formalism for a physical theory must also manifest themselves in the canonical formalism. This issue has been particularly obscure and controversial in the case of generally covariant theories, where the full realization of the dieomorphisms-induced gauge group in phase space has met with the diculty of the lack of projectability of some generators from the conguration-velocity space to phase space.
in the formalism {not simply eliminating the gauge variables as dynamical objects through the imposition of gauge conditions. In retaining the gauge variables we also preserve the full content of the gauge group. This possibility may prove to be relevant for a quantization which seeks true spacetime dieomorphism invariants.
Here we report some of our results. Our connection variable is dened as A i a = ! i a 1 K i a , where ! i a are the spatial parts of the Ricci rotation coecients (spin connections), and K i a is on shell the extrinsic curvature of the equal time surfaces contracted with the triad elds. Indices a correspond to the space coordinates in spacetime whereas indices i are at space indices. is an arbitrary parameter |essentially the Immirzi-Barbero parameter|, and for = We have demonstrated that the variations produced by these generators are precisely those produced by those combinations of eld dependent spacetime dieomorphisms and the Yang-Mills-like transformations of the Ashtekar-Barbero connections which result in projectable conguration-velocity space variations. This proves that the gauge group is fully realized in phase space. Finally, we report that it is possible to preserve reality conditions when the parameter takes any complex value. A full exposition of these results will appear elsewhere.
